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Medallions, Protocontorniates, and contorniates  
in the Museum of Art and Archaeology

 

nathan t. elkins

The Museum of Art and Archaeology at the university of Missouri possesses 
in its collection a total of thirty-nine roman medallions, protocontorniates, 
and contorniates. one is an imperial coin inserted into a medallic frame; 
two are medallions proper, struck at official imperial mints; fifteen are 
“protocontorniates,” regular coins later hammered around the edges to create a 
rim; and twenty-one are contorniates, late roman “medallions,” either cast or 
struck, that often portray past roman emperors and have a small groove around 
the edge. The exact purpose and function of protocontorniates and contorniates 
are unknown, but suggestions have included their use as game counters, or 
as admission tickets to the circus or theater, or as distributions to the people 
during new year celebrations. This article surveys the functions of roman 
medallions, protocontorniates, and contorniates in reference to those in the 
Museum of Art and Archaeology. A catalogue of medallions, protocontorniates, 
and contorniates in the collection follows the end of the article.

from the first through the fourth century c.E., the roman imperial mint 
occasionally struck medallions for special distributions. in the first to third 
centuries, these medallions most often appeared in bronze, technically as 
double sestertii (e.g. fig. 1, cat. no. 2), although gold and silver medallions 
were occasionally produced. in the fourth century, imperial medallions were 
most commonly gold or silver multiples of standard denominations. Many 
of these later precious-metal medallions were set into bezels or frames or 
had attachment loops at the top of the obverse as has the gold medallion of 
constantius ii in the museum’s collection (fig. 2, cat. no. 3). Medallions are 
easily differentiated from normal coinage by their larger diameter, and greater 
thickness and heft.1 die engravers typically cut deeper into medallic dies than 
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Fig. 2.  Medallion of constantius ii (337–361 c.E.), obverse and reverse. roman, 350–355 
c.E., gold. gift of Maureen c. Mabbott in memory of her husband, Thomas o. Mabbott 
(71.37). Photo: Kenyon reed.

Fig. 1.  Medallion of trebonianus gallus and Volusian (251–253 c.E.), obverse and reverse. 
roman, 251–252 c.E., bronze bimetallic. gift of cornelius ruxton love, Jr. (59.97). Photo: 
Kenyon reed.
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they did into the dies for normal coins, creating a pronounced sculptural quality 
and a medallion in high relief; their level of detail and artistic execution is 
superior to that of simple coins. reverse designs on imperial medallions often 
referred directly to an event of immediate historical or political significance or 
to the emperor’s policy. imperial medallions are rare and were probably imperial 
gifts given, directly or indirectly, by the emperor to aristocrats or military 
leaders as a reward for imperial service.2 Many medallions were well suited as 
gifts for new year celebrations (latin: strenae), while others were struck for 
specific dynastic events such as imperial adoptions or marriages.3

A protocontorniate is a normal, large-module bronze coin, typically a 
sestertius, which at some point was later altered by hammering the edges 
of the coin so that it could serve some other use. A common assumption is 
that protocontorniates functioned as game counters since the rim created 
through hammering could protect the designs.4 Andreas Alföldi believed 
protocontorniates to be forerunners of the contorniates of the fourth and 
fifth centuries. he argued that protocontorniates were new year’s gifts and 
that the older coins were actually hammered in the fourth century before the 
contorniates proper came into being.5

The term “contorniate” derives from the italian verb contornare, which means 
to surround; it refers to the groove that surrounds the edge of the objects. 
contorniates were struck from the mid-fourth century c.E. through the fifth 
century c.E., as is evident through marks applied to contorniates that coincide 
with symbols struck on dated coins and medallions from the same period.6 
The obverses of contorniates usually feature a deceased and well-remembered 
emperor from rome’s past. Such emperors include divus Augustus (cat. no. 23), 
divus traianus (cat. nos. 31–38), and divus hadrianus, but also some emperors 
such as caligula and nero, who were viewed less favorably, at least by historical 
sources (cat. nos. 25–30). Very rarely is a contemporary emperor shown. (An 
exception is cat. no. 39, which depicts Valentinian iii.) other figures that appear 
on the obverses are roma (cat. nos. 20–21), Alexander the great (cat. no. 22), 
olympias, homer, Euripides, demosthenes, Socrates, horace, terence, Sallust, 
Apuleius, Apollonius, and Serapis.7 The reverse designs of contorniates tend to 
refer explicitly to the circus or circus events and often name charioteers. others 
show mythological subjects connected with roman pantomime or theater 
productions. The reverse iconography may explain why caligula and nero 
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appear on some obverses; both emperors were known for their patronage and 
love of popular entertainments. one contorniate in the museum’s collection, 
which bears nero’s portrait on the obverse, depicts the myth of the rape of the 
Sabine Women taking place before a meta (turning post) in the circus Maximus 
(cat. no. 30). The contorniates were manufactured in rome and are found 
primarily in the roman West. no eastern emperor is portrayed on a contorniate 
after the division of the roman Empire in 395 c.E. 

Andreas Alföldi believed that contorniates were distributed to the lower 
classes by pagan aristocrats in rome during new year celebrations and that 
they served in part as reactions against the christian emperors.8 The theory 
that they served as political statements against christian authority is, however, 
by no means widely accepted as there is little in the designs or legends on 
the contorniates themselves to support such an assertion. other suggestions 
associate contorniates with circus and theater performances as admission 
tickets or souvenirs, or as gaming pieces.9 A likely, but unpublished, theory 
was substantiated by curtis clay at the tenth international numismatic 
congress in 1986. he argued that the contorniates were distributed at new 
year celebrations associated with the circus and the theater; in this way the 
contorniates may simply be understood as successors of the imperial bronze 
medallions of the first to third centuries c.E. that were struck for the new 
year.10 in a more expansive thesis, Peter franz Mittag has also viewed them as 
successors to roman imperial medallions in the sense that they were primarily 
gifts struck for the new year. unlike roman imperial medallions, however, 
the majority of contorniates were produced at workshops as new year gifts for 
private consumption; only the Kaiserserie depicting reigning emperors (e.g. cat. 
no. 39, with an obverse of Valentinian iii) may have been struck by imperial 
prerogative, as were the earlier imperial medallions.11

Many scholars believe that the protocontorniates were forerunners of the 
contorniates,12 although the protocontorniates were coins altered by individuals, 
and the contorniates were manufactured in workshops. The presumed function 
of the protocontorniates as game counters is doubtful. As both Peter Kos and 
Mittag have demonstrated, protocontorniates are rarely found in excavations, 
and they have not appeared in excavations that have produced games and game 
counters.13 Andreas Alföldi’s assumption that older coins were hammered 
in the fourth century and distributed at new year celebrations before the 
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commencement of the production of the contorniates is also dubious, as the 
types of coins formed into protocontorniates are known from many periods 
and throughout the roman Empire’s wide expanse. greek (cat. no. 4), roman 
imperial (cat. nos. 5–12, 14–17), and roman provincial coins (cat. nos. 13, 18) 
were hammered and are classified under the umbrella of protocontorniates; 
such a diverse array of individual types would not have been in circulation in 
the fourth century. As roman provincial bronze coins circulated locally, such 
coins would have been hammered in the area where they were struck, not in 
italy where contorniates were later made and used.14 

Admittedly, there are many similarities between the protocontorniates and 
the contorniates such as the application of incised designs and symbols and, for 
the contorniates, copying of old coin designs. This suggests continuity in use 
and function, although the very limited provenance evidence and the existence 
of greek and roman provincial protocontorniates provide a potential concern. 
it should also be pointed out that the term “protocontorniate” creates the idea 
of a homogeneous class of objects to which all coins with hammered edges may 
not necessarily belong. coins across time and space in the ancient world were 
frequently altered by private individuals. coins were often drilled so that they 
could be mounted to objects or worn as jewelry. The hammering of the edges 
of ancient coins, in some instances, could be a simple modification to allow it 
to be set into a frame or a bezel. The edges of the framed sestertius of caligula 
in the Museum of Art and Archaeology collection (cat. no. 1) appear to have 
been raised in order to fit it into the frame.15 in addition, a rare sestertius of 
domitian wearing an aegis on the obverse and depicting a decastyle temple 
within two enclosure walls on the reverse exists in the Walters collection 
and has a raised rim; another coin of this type and from the same dies was 
excavated in germany and found in a frame.16 coins with this reverse type are 
exceedingly rare, known from only three examples. The edges of these regular, 
large-module bronze coins were evidently raised and flattened in order to drive 
them into medallic frames. They functioned much like an imperial medallion, 
although the frames would imply that they were handled by individuals of 
high status rather than by commoners who later dealt with protocontorniates 
and contorniates. it is unlikely that common people used and altered these 
medallion-like coins; they are closer to “pseudo-medallions,” coins that were 
specially struck or altered to serve as commemorative objects, not currency, 
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before roman imperial medallions began to be produced with greater regularity 
under hadrian and the Antonines.17 Without the context of the frame, might 
both the sestertii of caligula and domitian have been dubbed protocontorniates 
and assumed to have been common late Antique new year gifts? While it is 
conceivable that some coins with hammered edges were predecessors of the 
contorniates proper, allowance must be made for other uses and purposes, 
especially when the original context of the object is unknown.  
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Catalogue 

The information provided in this catalogue is based primarily on the records 
from the museum, but where possible references have been added or augmented 
and new attributions provided. during research, one protocontorniate from the 
museum’s collection was condemned as a forgery (cat. no. 19). All the objects, 
except the medallion of trebonianus gallus and Volusian (cat. no. 2), were gifts of 
Maureen c. Mabbott in memory of her husband, Thomas o. Mabbott, professor 
of literature and scholar of Edgar Allen Poe. The medallion of trebonianus gallus 
and Volusian was a gift of cornelius ruxton love, Jr. All images in the catalogue 
are shown at actual size. Photographs by Kenyon reed.

Framed Coin

1. AE framed coin (sestertius) of caligula, 37–38 c.E., 41 mm, 40.82 g, mint of 
rome (72.208).

obv: laureate head of caligula l. [c cAESAr] AV[g] gErMA[nicVS Pon M 
tr Pot], legend not completely visible; groove around edge. 

rev: [SPQr/ P P/] oB c[iV]E[S/] SEr[VAtoS] in wreath; groove around edge.

ref: Roman Imperial Coinage (henceforth RIC) i, 2 (caligula) 37.

comment: cut marks on caligula’s portrait possibly reflect contemporary 
vandalism of the emperor’s image after his death.
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Roman Imperial Medallions

2. AE bimetallic medallion of trebonianus gallus and Volusian, 251–252 c.E., 
39 mm, 57.97 g, mint of rome (59.18) (fig. 1).

obv: Bust of trebonianus gallus to r., facing bust of Volusian to l., both laureate, 
draped, and cuirassed. iMP VolVSiAnVS AVg iMP gAllVS AVg.

rev: Winged Victory striding l. and holding a wreath in her r. hand, leading the 
two Augusti, each Augustus mounted and with raised r. hands. The Augustus 
in the foreground holds a spear in his l. hand, a praetorian advances to the l. 
behind the two Augusti, helmeted and carrying a round shield in his l. hand, 
a spear over his r. shoulder in his r. hand. Behind the emperors, a vexillum, an 
aquila, and two insignia. AdVEntVS AVgg.

refs: francesco gnecchi, I medaglioni romani, vol. 2 (Milan, 1912) p. 50, 
8 (similar reverse only); Anna S. Benjamin, “A Medallion of two roman 
Emperors,” Muse 2 (1968) pp. 21–24; Illustrated Museum Handbook: A Guide 
to the Collections in the Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri–
Columbia, osmund overby, ed. (columbia and london, 1982) p. 65.

comments: This medallion of trebonianus gallus and Volusian is one of only 
seven known bimetallic medallions issued by the two emperors; the museum’s 
example is the only one with an adventus scene, thus making it unique, although 
its obverse die has been linked with another known medallion.18 This particular 
medallion seems to be associated with the return of the Augusti to rome after 
their settlement of the goths after June 251 c.E.19
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3. Au four solidi medallion of constantius ii, 350–355 c.E., 40 mm, 19.2 g, mint 
of Thessalonica (71.37) (fig. 2).

obv: Pearl-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust of constantius ii to l. fl iVl 
conStAntiVS PErP AVg.

rev: constantinopolis draped and seated l. on a high-backed throne, her l. foot 
resting on a prow, holding a globe in her r. hand, surmounted by a Victory with 
a wreath and palm, and scepter in her l. hand. gloriA roMAnorVM, tES in 
exergue.

refs: RIC Viii, p. 416, 141; toynbee, Roman Medallions, pp. 174, 188, and pl. 38, 
3–4 (different mints but the same types); gnecchi, Medaglioni, p. 31, nos. 22–27 
(different mints but same types); overby, Illustrated Museum Handbook, p. 68; 
toynbee, “roma and constantinopolis in late-Antique Art,” Journal of Roman 
Studies 37 (1947) pp. 139–141; Muse 6 (1972) p. 6.

comments: The medallion has an added gold loop above the obverse portrait, 
evidently for wearing as a pendant. The seated depiction of constantinopolis 
is most likely to be associated with celebrations for the 1100th anniversary 
of rome, the occasion for which the medallion would have been struck.20 

Alternatively, the medallion may have referred to the transference of 
constantinople to constantius’ rule in 339 c.E. or constantius’ vicennalia in 
343–344 cE.21
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Protocontorniates

4. AE protocontorniate (dilitron) of the timoleontic symmachy coinage, ca. 
344–336 B.c.E., 26 mm, 19.21 g, mint of Syracuse, Sicily (72.232).

obv: diademed and bearded head of Zeus to l. [iEyΣ EΛ]EyΘ[EΡioΣ].

rev: horse prancing l. [ΣyΡAKoΣiΩΝ].

ref: Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum, (henceforth SNG) American Numismatic 
Society, Part 5, Sicily iii, 533.

5. AE protocontorniate (sestertius) of an unknown emperor, first to third 
century c.E., 26 mm, 15.21 g, mint of rome (72.229).

obv: head of emperor to r.

rev: Animal (?) walking l. or r.; heavily corroded and legend illegible.
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6. AE protocontorniate (sestertius) of nero, ca. 65 c.E., 29 mm, 17.5 g, mint of 
rome (72.225).

obv: laureate head of nero to r.; legend illegible.

rev: roma seated l., holding Victory in r. hand, S c to l. and r., roMA in 
exergue.

ref: RIC i, 2 (nero) reverse type 23 or 24, see nos. 272–282.

7. AE protocontorniate (sestertius) of Vespasian, 69–79 c.E., 29 mm, 18.1 g, 
mint of rome (72.245).

obv: laureate head of Vespasian to r., palm branch inscribed over portrait; 
legend illegible.

rev: heavily worn; legend illegible.

comments: The palm branch inscribed over Vespasian’s portrait is unusual. 
Symbols added post-striking are typically inscribed in the field, not on the 
portrait itself. 
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8. AE protocontorniate (as) of Vespasian, 69–79 c.E., 24 mm, 9.48 g, mint of 
rome (72.222).

obv: laureate head of Vespasian to r. […]cAES VESP AVg[…].

rev: Victory advancing r. on prow, holding out wreath. [VictoriA nAVA]liS, 
S c to l. and r.

ref: RIC ii, 2 (Vespasian) 605.

9. AE protocontorniate (dupondius) of domitian, 88–89 c.E., 27 mm, 10.34 g, 
mint of rome (72.234).

obv: radiate head of domitian to r. [iMP cAES doMit AVg] gErM coS 
xiii [cEnS PEr P P].

rev: fortuna standing l. holding rudder and cornucopia. [fortVnAE 
AVgVSti], S c to l. and r.

ref: RIC ii, 2 (domitian) 1447.
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10. AE protocontorniate (sestertius) of hadrian, ca. 124–128 c.E., 31.5 mm, 
22.18 g, mint of rome (72.244). 

obv: laureate head of hadrian to r. [hAdriAnVS AVgVStVS].

rev: Virtus standing l. [coS iii], [S c] to l. and r. 

ref: RIC ii (hadrian) 638.

11. AE protocontorniate (as) of Antoninus Pius, 140–144 c.E., 26 mm, 8.6 g, 
mint of rome (72.233).

obv: laureate head of Antoninus Pius to r. [AntoninVS] AVg Pi[VS P P tr 
P coS iii].

rev: Bonus Eventus stg. l. sacrificing over altar. [Bono EVEntVi], [S c] to l. 
and r.

ref: RIC iii (Antoninus Pius) 676.
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12. AE protocontorniate (sestertius) of Antoninus Pius, 150–151 c.E., 30 mm, 
20.08 g, mint of rome (72.223).

obv: laureate head of Antoninus to r. AntoninVS AVg PiVS PP trP xV.

rev: fortuna draped standing to r. holding rudder and cornucopia. coS iiii, S 
c to l. and r.

ref: RIC iii (Antoninus Pius) 885.

13. AE protocontorniate of Marcus Aurelius, struck under Antoninus Pius, 138–
161 c.E., 27.5 mm, 16.79 g, mint of Magnesia ad Maeandrum, ionia (72.235).

obv: Bare headed, draped bust of young Marcus Aurelius to r. Μ ΑΙΛΙΟc 
ΑVΡΗΛΙΟc ΒΗΡΟc [ΚΑΙcΑΡ].

rev: cult statue of Artemis leukophryne, standing facing, with fillets hanging 
from wrists, two nikai on shoulders, eagles with open wings at her feet, polos 
on head. [ЄΠΙ ΔΙΟcΚΟVΡΙΔΟΝ ΓΡΑΤΟV ΜΗΤΡΟ ΜΑΓΝΗΤ], ΛЄ VΚ/ 
ΟΦΡ Vc in field to l. and r.
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14. AE protocontorniate (sestertius) of divus Marcus Aurelius, struck under 
commodus, after 180 c.E., 32 mm, 25.58 g, mint of rome (72.237). 

obv: Bare head of Marcus Aurelius to r. diVVS M AntoninVS PiVS.

rev: Eagle standing r. on globe, head turned back to l. conSEcrAtio, S c to 
l. and r.

ref: RIC iii (commodus) 654.

15. AE protocontorniate (sestertius) of commodus, 186–187 c.E., 27.5 mm, 22.8 
g, mint of rome (72.240).

obv: laureate head of commodus to r. M coMM[odVS Ant P fElix AVg 
Brit].

rev: The three Monetae standing facing, heads l., each holding scales and 
cornucopia. [P M tr P xii iMP Viii coS V PP], [Mon AVg/S c] in exergue.

ref: RIC iii (commodus) 500.
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16. AE protocontorniate (sestertius) of Maximinus i, 236 c.E., 27.5 mm, 21.11 g, 
mint of rome (72.239). 

obv: laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust of Maximinus i to r. iMP 
MAxiMinVS PiVS AVg.

rev: fides standing to l. holding standards in each hand. fidES M[ilitVM], S 
c to l. and r.

17. AE protocontorniate (sestertius) of Maximus, 236–237 c.E., 27.5 mm, 15.8 g, 
mint of rome (72.238). 

obv: Bare headed, draped, and cuirassed bust of Maximus to r. MAx[iMV]S 
cAES gErM, two palm branches inscribed to l. and r.

rev: Prince, in military dress, standing to l., with two standards to r. [PrinciPi 
iVVEnt]VtiS, S c to l. and r.
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18. AE protocontorniate of Philip ii, 244–247 c.E., 28 mm, 13.22 g, mint of 
Samosata, commagene (72.228).

obv: laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust of Philipp ii to r., multiple circles 
punched on the design. [ΑΥΤΟΚ] Κ Μ ΙΟVΛΙ ΦΙ[ΛΙΠΠΟc cЄΒ].

rev: tyche seated l. on a rock, holding a branch, Pegasus springing r. below. 
cΑΜ[ΟcΑΤЄΩΝ].

comments: The obliteration of the portrait with the circular punches appears to 
be deliberate defacement.

19. AE protocontorniate of Valerian i, 253–260 c.E., 31 mm, 23.62 g, mint of 
Mallus, cilicia (72.224)– ModErn forgEry.

obv: laureate and cuirassed bust of Valerian i to r. iMP c lic VAlEriAnVS 
Pi fE AVg. 

rev: Amphilochos, naked, standing l., holding palm branch in r. hand, boar 
below, serpent around tripod to r. MAllo coloniA, S c in exergue.

ref: SNG levante, 1298.

comments: forgery. A continuous seam along the edge is evidence of modern 
casting. 
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Contorniates

20. AE contorniate featuring roma, ca. 395–410 c.E., 33.5 mm, 21.2 g (72.203).

obv: helmeted bust of roma to r., spear behind, Τ Γ (?) inscribed to r.

rev: Minerva standing to l. with shield, leaning on spear.

refs: Alföldi, Kontorniaten, p. 187, no. 573, and plate 52, 15; Alföldi and Alföldi, 
Kontorniat-Medaillons, vol. 6, 1, p. 169, no. 542, pl. 25,9.

21. AE contorniate featuring roma, ca. fourth to fifth century c.E., 35.5 mm, 
19.31 g (72.204).

obv: helmeted bust of roma to r., figure inscribed in l. field.

rev: Three standing figures. 
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22. AE contorniate featuring Alexander the great, ca. 356–395 c.E., 36 mm, 
22.11 g (72.205).

obv: head of Alexander to r. wearing lion’s skin. AlExAndEr MAgnVS 
MAcEdon.

rev: cybele seated r. in peristyle temple, Attis at r. MAtri dEVM SAlVtAri.

refs: Alföldi, Kontorniaten, p. 130, no. 7 and plate 4, 9; Alföldi and Alföldi, 
Kontorniat-Medaillons, vol. 6, 1, p. 130, no. 7, pl. 3,11.

23. AE contorniate featuring Augustus, ca. 356–395 c.E., 36 mm, 21.11 g 
(72.206).

obv: laureate head of Augustus to r. diVVS AVgVSt[VS PAtEr],  in r. field.

rev: hector in Phrygian dress standing to front, his head r., his r. arm around 
Andromache, draped, standing l., resting her l. hand on his shoulder.

ref: Alföldi and Alföldi, Kontorniat-Medaillons, vol. 6, 1, p. 34, no. 119, 3, and 
plate 40, 5 (this example).
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24. AE contorniate featuring Agrippina the Elder, ca. 356–395 c.E., 36.5 mm, 
23.10 g (72.207).

obv: draped bust of Agrippina to r. AgriPPinA M f MAt c cAESAriS 
AVgVSti,    to r.

rev: carpentum drawn to l. by two mules, its front and sides ornamented. 
SPQr/MEMoriAE/AgriPPinAE above.

ref: Alföldi and Alföldi, Kontorniat-Medaillons, vol. 6, 1, p. 144, no. 425, 3, and 
plate 180, 3 (this example).

comments: This type is modeled on a sestertius struck under caligula: RIC i, 2 
(caligula) 55.

25. AE contorniate featuring nero, ca. 356–395 c.E., 38.5 mm, 23.36 g (72.209).

obv: laureate head of nero r. [nEro cl] cAESAr AVg [gErM iMP],    to r.

rev: cybele and Attis in a quadriga drawn by lions galloping to r.

ref: Alföldi and Alföldi, Kontorniat-Medaillons, vol. 6, 1, p. 50, no. 168, and pl. 
59, 6 (this example).

comments: holed and plugged at 3 and 9 o’clock; an attempted hole plugged at 
12 o’clock on rev.
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26. AE contorniate featuring nero, ca. fifth century c.E., 33 mm, 29.02 g 
(72.210).

obv: laureate head of nero to r.; legend (?) illegible.

rev: roma seated l. holding Victory in r. hand; two concentric circles inscribed 
in the field below Victory.

ref: Alföldi and Alföldi, Kontorniat-Medaillons, vol. 6, 1, p. 172, no. 550, 3, and 
plate 97, 4 (this example).

27. AE contorniate featuring nero, ca. fourth–fifth century c.E., 37 mm, 22 g 
(72.211).

obv: laureate head of nero to r. [iM]P nEro cAESAr AVg P MAx.

rev: charioteer driving quadriga to l., holding reins and palm branch.

ref: Alföldi and Alföldi, Kontorniat-Medaillons, vol. 6, 1, p. 48, no. 164, pl. 57.
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28. AE contorniate featuring nero, ca. 356–395 c.E., 39 mm, 26.82 g (72.212).

obv: laureate head of nero to r. iMP nEro cAESAr AVg P MAx, 
 inscribed in r. field.

rev: female figure, draped, seated r., resting her head on her l. hand and facing 
a naked male figure, his hands bound, standing by a tree; at far r., a seated 
prisoner.

ref: Alföldi and Alföldi, Kontorniat-Medaillons, vol. 6, 1, p. 63, no. 199, 27, and 
pl. 76, 5 (this example), identified as Amphion, Zethus, and dirce; cf. Mittag, 
Alte Köpfe, pls. 6 and 25.

29. AE contorniate featuring nero, ca. 356–395 c.E., 36.5 mm, 19.7 g (72.213).

obv: laureate head of nero to r. iMP nEro cAESAr AVg P MAx,  in field.

rev: female figure, draped, seated r., resting her head on her l. hand and facing 
a naked male figure, his hands bound, standing by a tree; at far r., a seated 
prisoner.

ref: Mittag, Alte Köpfe, pls. 6 and 25.
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30. AE contorniate featuring nero, ca. 356–395 c.E., 37.5 mm, 22.6 g (72.242).

obv: laureate head of nero to r. nEro clAVdiVS cAESAr AVg gErM P M 
trP iMP PP.

rev: romans raping Sabine women in front of a meta of the circus Maximus, 
[SABinAE] in exergue.

ref: Alföldi and Alföldi, Kontorniat-Medaillons, vol. 6, 2, p. 378, no. 182, 3a, and 
plate 216, 6 (this example).

31. AE contorniate featuring trajan, ca. after 410 c.E., 38.5 mm, 19.2 g (72.214).

obv: laureate head of trajan to r. diVo nErVAE trAiAno.

rev: Apollo cytharedes, resting lyre on tripod with serpent entwined around it 
to r.

ref: Alföldi and Alföldi, Kontorniat-Medaillons, vol. 6, 1, p. 125, no. 370, 2, and 
plate 155, 8 (this example).

comments: holed in center.
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32. AE contorniate featuring trajan, ca. fourth–fifth century c.E., 37 mm, 17.9 g 
(72.215).

obv: laureate, draped bust of trajan to r. diVo nErVAE trAiAno AVg.

rev: Mars advancing to r. in helmet with ladder and spear, resting foot on prow.

ref: Alföldi and Alföldi, Kontorniat-Medaillons, vol. 6, 1, p. 95, no. 294, 1, and 
plate 122, 2 (this example).

33. AE contorniate featuring trajan, ca. fourth–fifth century c.E., 34 mm, 15.4 g 
(72.216).

obv: laureate head of trajan to r. trAiAnVS AVg coS iii P P.

rev: luna seated l. on rock facing Endymion lying r. with hound at his side; 
Eros above holding torches.

refs: Alföldi and Alföldi, Kontorniat-Medaillons, p. 380, no. 339, 11, and plate 
220, 6 (this example); Mittag, Alte Köpfe, pls. 8, 19. 
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34. AE contorniate featuring trajan, ca. 356–395 c.E., 38 mm, 25.18 g (72.217).

obv: laureate bust of trajan to r. trAiAnVS P P AVg.

rev: cybele and Atttis in quadriga of lions galloping to r.

ref: Alföldi and Alföldi, Kontorniat-Medaillons, vol. 6, 1, p. 92, no. 281, 9, and 
plate 119, 1 (this example).

35. AE contorniate featuring trajan, ca. 356–395 c.E., 35 mm, 19.70 g (72.218).

obv: laureate head of trajan to r. trAiAnVS AVg coS iiii P P.

rev: Bacchus, naked, standing to front, holding a thyrsus in l. hand, a kantharos 
in r. hand; at his feet, a panther; to l., two bacchantes, draped, each holding 
a thyrsus and a grape cluster (or aulos ?); to r., a satyr holding a pedum 
(shepherd’s crook) and a grape cluster below, a maenad with krotaloi (?) 
(castanets) above.

ref: Alföldi and Alföldi, Kontorniat-Medaillons, vol. 6, 1, p. 97, no. 300, 7, and 
pl. 124, 1 (this example).
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36. AE contorniate featuring trajan, ca. fourth–fifth century c.E., 37.5 mm, 
24.55 g (72.219).

obv: laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust of trajan to l.; palm branch incised 
in field to r. [iMP cAES nErVAE] trAiAno AVg gEr dAc [P M tr P coS 
iii].

rev: Blank; groove around edge.

ref: Mittag, Alte Köpfe, pl. 7.

37. AE contorniate featuring trajan, ca. 395–410 c.E., 36 mm, 18.4 g (72.220).

obv: laureate head of trajan to r.

rev: Athlete standing to the front.

comment: ties for the wreath are incised behind the head.

ref: Alföldi and Alföldi, Kontorniat-Medaillons, vol. 6, 1, p. 180, no. 600, and 
plate 166, 8 (this example).
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38. AE contorniate featuring trajan, ca. 356–395 c.E., 38.5 mm, 23.3 g (72.227).

obv: laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust of trajan to r. [trA]iAnVS AVg [c]
oS iiii PP,    in r. field.

rev: female figure, draped, seated r., resting her head on her l. hand and facing 
a naked male figure, his hands bound, standing by a tree; at far r., a seated 
prisoner.

ref: Alföldi and Alföldi, Kontorniat-Medaillons, vol. 6, 1, p. 102, no. 317, 4 
and plate 129, 7 (this example), identified as Amphion, Zethus, and dirce; cf. 
Mittag, Alte Köpfe, pl. 25.

comments: two holes, one at 12 and one at 6 o’clock.
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39. AE contorniate featuring Valentinian iii, ca. 425–455 c.E., 43.5 mm, 36.78 g 
(72.221).

obv: diademed and cuirassed bust to r. d n PlA VAlEntiniAnVS P f AVg

rev: central recessed pellet within concentric circle; groove around edge.

ref: Alföldi and Alföldi, Kontorniat-Medaillons, vol. 6, 1, p. 152, no. 467, 3, and 
plate 189, 9 (this example).
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notES

* A debt of gratitude is owed to Kenyon reed who checked and corrected several attributions 
while updating the museum’s catalogue and photographic records.
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